Sailors fall to Coast Guard
By Bill Michaels
On Sunday, the sailing team participated in the New York Yacht Club Regatta, which was sailed in light variable winds at the Coast Guard Academy. Sailing for Tech in the varsity division were Karl Smith '99 and Steve Milligan '98 co-skippering one boat and Dave Charnaux '98 and Dave McReynolds '99 co-skippering one in the Junior Varsity Division Tony Piccirillo '88 co-skippered with Dave Goodwill '99, while Pete Nelder '71 and Pete Rotz '71 co-skippered for the Frosh. In the first two races in each division, MIT earned first place, and Smith and Piccirillo led the Frosh. However, in the next varsity race, Coast Guard took the lead by a half point. The Frosh also did quite well and placed second in their division. The final Frosh scores were: Harvard (92), Dartmouth (90), Brown (50) and Coast Guard (31). The Junior Varsity did not fare as well and placed fourth in their division. The cumulative totals were: Coast Guard (131), MIT (90), Dartmouth (91) and Brown (81).

Tech nine tops Hawthorne twice; Wheeler, Montgomery gets wins
By Joe Angland
Friday afternoon saw the Tech baseball team sweep a doubleheader from Hawthorne and in so doing make their fall season perfect so far. The team had little trouble in the first game, winning it 5-1 behind the pitching of Bruce Wheelmore '99. Both teams complete the game, and counted to victory behind the four runs that were made in the first inning. The second game was more hotly contested. Herman Mayforth '79 started the game and gave a strong performance during his five inning stint. Unfortunately, Tech sluggers had some difficulty mounting an attack, scoring a run in the first and two in the seventh. As a result, when Mayforth gave way to Pat Montgomery '71, the team was down 2-0. The batting came alive in the bottom of the sixth when the squad jumped on Hawthorne pitchers for two quick runs. Then, with the scores knotted 2-2, Jim Reid '80 became the hero of the game by blasting a three run homer which put the team on top for good. Things got better, however, in the top of the seventh as Hawthorne tallied twice, cutting the margin to only one. The game ended with the tying run being thrown out at the plate.

Frosh sports
Trinity stops kickers, 6-0; Jayvees smash Stevens
By Ron Cline
Saturday was a dismal day for varsity soccer at Briggs Field, at least from the engineer's point of view. As the final score indicated, Trinity College fielded a well-rounded squad, capable of both an aggressive offense and a tight defense. The Trinity goalie had an easy time as their defense managed to keep almost all of the seven shots that were able to get away, and these were gathered in easily.

Trinity tops kickoffers, 6-0

The freshman soccer team began its fall season Sunday, September 7, with a 5-1 loss to the Trinity squad. Experience was in evident on the Tech squad which was capable of mounting more than a few pressured attacks. Besides being somewhat out-classed, the Beaver eleven were diminished in comparison to their opponents as almost every player on Trinity outweighed his counterpart by a good margin, as they averaged a few more distance shots. However, the visitors did take advantage of Tech's lack of organization. Having trouble working as a closely knit group, as they try to adjust to the game plan they have been taught, the home players often left their weak side open and Trinity closed in quickly with the cross-field passes. The squad has been practicing since Sept. 25, and therefore, the lack of chemistry can still be felt. noreferrer

Masseevica scores for Tech

A standout for Tech was Gerry Masseevica, who played in the only goal for his team on a penalty kick. Gerry, playing since his high school days, as he was originally from Poland, showed an almost professional style of play. Trinity's goals came on a penalty kick and on a couple of defensive lapses by Tech's goalie, who was unprepared. Despite the high scores, goals accrued for both teams were a bit more of a defensive game, serving as a defensive checkmate and a fine defensive game.

Although the score indicated a one-sided contest, the game was played much more evenly. Freshman goalie, Bobby Little also did a fine job. The final Tech score was 3-0, with a penalty kick and a couple of defensive lapses by Tech's goalie, who was unprepared. Despite the high scores, goals were scored for both teams, which were a bit more of a defensive game, serving as a defensive checkmate and a fine defensive game.

Season record 2-0

Harriers beat RPI, WPI to retain Engineer's Cup
By John Wargo
MIT captured the Engineer's Cup for the fifth consecutive year on RPI's home court in Troy, NY. Coach Art Farnham quipped before the meet, "I take the trophy along each year just in case but I always leave it on the bus. I don't think either RPI or WPI have seen it yet." Tech's strategy of running an aggressive offense paid off, for they easily won in the top ten, bunching them in just the right places to counterpoint RPI's placing one-two in the meet. The Harriers were never really in the race, placing only two men in the top twenty.

Good depth
It looks like a good year for Tech, with a possibility of great depth, something that MIT cross-country teams rarely see. A number of athletes play the squads, holding quite a few runners from hitting their peaks. Ben Wilcox, notably, has run quite a few distances without it his knee injury. This, coupled with the fact that his knee still bothers him quite a bit, led him to a twentieth place in the meet. Most of the injuries are minor, however, and Coach Farnham hopes that the squad can remain healthy in the next few weeks in time to do well in the Ivy meets.

The Engineers are now at the best of the season and will meet the next in the Middlesex, Connecticut this Saturday to run We Version and Coast Guard. The MIT Varsity has never beaten Waverly, but last fall's freshman victory over their freshman team permits an optimistic view by Tech's sophomore-lean squad.

The MIT freshman football team has announced an opening for an assistant coach experience in college football. The position will be filled, but it is necessary. Anyone interested may call Coach Singh (58-4477) after 7 pm.
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